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Walking in the footsteps
of Alessandro Mazzucotelli

3

Casa Ferraro – 3-5, Via Spadari
Casa Galimberti – 3, Via Malpighi
Casa Guazzoni – 12, Via MalpighiCasa Campanini – 11, Via BelliniCasa
Moneta – 3, Via Ausonio
• Public transport: MM1, MM3 Duomo, Cordusio; tram 2, 3, 14
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he wrought ironwork designed by
Wrought
Alessandro Mazzucotelli in the early
ironwork
decades of the twentieth century often
by an Art Nouveau
goes unnoticed, either hidden inside palatial
artist
interiors or because you have to look up to see
it. Nevertheless it is one of the most beautiful
examples of Milanese Art Nouveau.
A tour around the masterpieces left to the city by this great artist – sought
out by the finest architects for his creativity and his ability to give iron the lithe
and “flowery” look so typical of Art Nouveau – has to begin at Casa Ferraro in
the city centre. On this building, which has one of Milan’s most popular fine
food shops on the ground floor, the complex floral motifs of the balustrades
climb upwards to link the various balconies.
On the front of the imposing Palazzo Castiglioni (47 Corso Venezia), the
first real example of Art Nouveau in Milan, Mazzucotelli’s twisted ironwork
is perfectly integrated with the circular openings hollowed into the rough
stone for the small ground-floor windows. Inside, the same artist’s “dragonfly
lamp” can be admired in the entrance hall, as well as the balustrade of the
main double staircase.
Mazzucotelli also designed the wrought-iron terraces of Casa Galimberti,
with brightly coloured ceramics covering the façade, and those of the adjacent
Casa Guazzoni; as well as the gate and large woven leaves of the balconies
of Casa Campanini and the naturalistic elements of Casa Moneta. At Casa
Moneta, in addition to leaves, flowers and animal silhouettes outlined in
a clever use of form, look out for the butterflies on the entrance gate –
outstanding examples of Art Nouveau decoration.
Art Nouveau in Milan
Although the ornamental style known in Italy as “Stile Liberty” was most
highly developed in Turin, Milan also has several fine examples. The most
beautiful spot is at the junction of Malpighi, Melzo and Frisi streets, site of
the former Dumont cinema (now the local library). Nearby is the building
that used to be the Bagni di Diana (now a hotel, see p. 167), Casa Centenara
(66 Corso Buenos Aires) and the building at numbers 11–13 Viale Piave,
both by Giovan Battista Bossi, who also designed Palazzo Castiglioni and
Casa Galimberti.
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Palazzo Marino’s Sala d…ll… F…st…

7

Palazzo Marino
Piazza della Scala
• Public transport: MM1-3 Duomo; tram 1
• Visits: Monday to Friday, 9.30am–12.30pm and 2.30pm–4.30pm
• Booking required: tel. 02 88456617 or e-mail:
presidenzacc@comune.milano.it
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ince 1861 the sixteenth-century Palazzo
Yes,
Marino has housed Milan City Council.
Palazzo Marino
Many take this to mean it is not open
is open
to the public, but it can be visited (only by
to
the
public
appointment, however). Built for the Genoese
count Tomaso Marino, a rich and powerful
tax-farmer, the building is associated with a number of legends. It was originally
designed so that Marino could woo the beautiful Arabella Cornaro, daughter
of a Venetian nobleman. The architect Galeazzo Alessi was commissioned to
create “the finest palazzo in all of Christendom”. The building proved fit for
purpose, and Arabella did marry Marino. However, after his death and that
of Alessi, the palazzo was gradually neglected. In a ruined state, it was later
bought by the city and then by Maria Teresa of Austria, only becoming the City
Council headquarters at the end of Austrian rule.
Beyond the entrance, the visit begins in the main courtyard, which
miraculously escaped the damage that the 1943 bombing raids caused to
the rest of the building. With porticoes of paired Tuscan-order columns,
this striking setting preserves all the original 1560 decorations. These
were inspired by two themes: in the lower order is a celebration of heroic
endeavour, with scenes from the Labours of Hercules; in the upper order is
a celebration of the power of love, with scenes from Ovid’s Metamorphoses.
From the courtyard you pass into the Feast Room (now Sala Alessi), which
was destroyed during the war but restored to its ancient splendour by a
project completed in 2002. The original frescoes dated from 1568 and depicted
mythological allegories; over the two main doorways are busts of Mars and
Minerva, while the sky of the ceiling is borne up by caryatids. To one side of
the room is the city’s official standard, depicting St Ambrose with the scrofa
semilanuta at his feet. The visit also takes in other rooms, including the Sala
della Giunta, where the frescoes are said to be by Tiepolo; these were originally
in Palazzo Casati (now Palazzo Dugnani) but were removed in wartime to
protect them from damage.
One last curiosity: three years after the death of Tomaso Marino, the
palazzo saw the birth of his granddaughter, who would become famous in
her own right. Mariana de Layva was raised at the Convent of the Humble
Sisters of Monza, taking her late mother’s name, Virginia Maria, when she
herself became a nun at the age of 16. She was later immortalised as the
“Nun of Monza” in Manzoni’s I Promessi Sposi (The Betrothed).
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Forgotten origin of the Milan serpent 15
Palazzo Arcivescovile
Via dell’Arcivescovado-Piazza del Duomo
• Public transport: MM1, MM3, Duomo
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ery often in Milan you come across the
Why did
strange symbol of a snake devouring
the serpent
a man. This serpent – guivre in the
language of heraldry – is known to the become the symbol
of the Visconti
Milanese as el bissun and was the famous
symbol of the Visconti family. Even though it
family?
is one of the best-known symbols of the City
of Milan itself, the origin of this figure is unclear. Some historians argue that
it became part of the Visconti armorial bearings thanks to Otton Visconti,
known as Ottorino (1207–1295), the powerful son of the feudal lord Ubaldo
Visconti. Born in Milan, Otton was elected archbishop of the city after a
tough contest against the other candidate, Martino della Torre. To thank
Pope Gregory X (Tedaldo Visconti) for his support, Otton included within
his armorial bearings “the Moor vomited forth by the serpent”, a reference
to the fact that, immediately prior to becoming pope (1271–1276), Tedaldo
had – with the future Edward I of England – taken part in the Ninth Crusade
(1271–1272) to Acre in the Holy Land. Another legend has it that it was
Azzone Visconti who took the serpent as an emblem in 1323 after a lucky
escape. While he was with his troops camped alongside Pisa, he did not notice
that a viper had slid into his helmet; however, when he put on the headgear
the serpent simply slithered away without biting him. There are even older
legends as well. One tells of Desiderius, the last Lombard king, who fell asleep
under a tree and dreamed that a viper had twisted itself around his head like a
crown. Again, according to the king, it was miraculous that the snake had not
bitten him, hence the royal decision to adopt it as a symbol.
It is also said that the serpent became the symbol of the Visconti family
after Umberto, the founder of the dynasty, had rid Milan of a terrible dragon.
A number of popular legends say that an enormous serpent with a dragon’s
head lived in Lake Gerundo, an expanse of water then located to the east of the
city (now dried up). The creature would devour all those who approached the
banks of the lake, particularly children (another heraldic name for this symbol
is a “serpent vorant a child”). One day a courageous unknown knight, who
happened to be on the Calvenzano side of the lake, encountered the serpent
and killed it, thus saving the child it had just seized. The lake then immediately
dried up, providing the local people with good fertile land. The knight turned
out to be Umberto Visconti, who founded the dynasty and thus took as its
symbol the “serpent vorant a child”. In Calvenzano the main street is still
called Via della Biscia (Serpent Street).
If, as all these stories suggest, the origin of the bissun is unclear, its
importance certainly is not: the symbol has been adopted by Milan City
Council, by Inter Milan F.C., by Canale 5 and by Alfa Romeo.
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Old Sacristy
of Santa Maria delle Grazie

4

Piazza Santa Maria delle Grazie
• Open Tuesday to Sunday, 8.30am–7pm (only during exhibitions)
• Public transport: MM1–2 Cadorna; tram 16
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sually closed to the public, the
A hidden
Old Sacristy – also known as the
sacristy
Monumental Sacristy – is a little gem
with a secret
that you only get the chance to visit when it is
underground
used for exhibitions.
From the outside all you see is a
passage
parallelepiped in brick, broken only by
the frames of the rectangular windows and the oculus that gives onto the
cloister. However, inside, this is an extraordinary space, made all the more
atmospheric by skilful use of artificial lighting. The rectangular room is
covered by a barrel vault complete with lunettes, all painted as a star-strewn
sky, and at the end of the room is a small frescoed apse. The inner faces of
the pilasters around this apse bear half-length relief portraits of Ludovico il
Moro and his son Massimiliano. It is said that the ceiling fresco was actually
by Leonardo da Vinci, but there is no proof of this. The side walls are lined
with two levels of beautiful inlaid cabinets, above which are a series of
paintings depicting scenes from the Old and New Testaments. Made by Father
Vincenzo Spadotto in 1489, these cabinets were intended to house the church
furnishings and vestments that had been donated by Ludovico himself. When
he was taken prisoner by the French, these were sent as part of the ransom and
never returned to the church.
Behind the cabinets is the entrance to a secret underground passage –
nowadays probably closed off. This allowed Il Moro to ride here on horseback
from his apartments in Castello Sforzesco.

Miracle of the refectory
Painted by Leonardo da Vinci in 1495–1497, the fresco on the wall between
the convent refectory and kitchens depicts The Last Supper and was
probably intended to remind the monks of Christ’s sacrifice even as they
sat at their meals. It is a miracle that the work survived wartime bombing.
After that damage to the building, The Last Supper was protected using
oilcloths and sandbags.
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Cascina Bolla

10

9, Via Paris Bordone
• Public transport: MM2 Amendola Fiera, Lotto Fiera 2; bus 90, 91

“

Leonardo
da Vinci
lived here

T

oday very little remains of Cascina Bolla,
a fifteenth-century building which has
now been incorporated into a modern
villa. However, through the foliage of the
poplar trees beyond the gate, you can still
glimpse something of the silhouette of this hunting-lodge in Late Gothic style,
its brick window surrounds so typical of the Renaissance.
This cascina (“farmhouse” in Tuscan), listed in the fifteenth century as an
osteria (inn), was originally surrounded by a moat edged by a tall wall, the
only access being by drawbridge. The watchtower built on the eastern side of
the property still stands, complete with a fresco of flying birds.
Owned by the Caimi family, the cascina became the property of the De Bolli
in 1478. Some claim it then passed into the hands of the jurisconsult Giuseppe
Bolla in 1496. Whatever the truth, new research in 1983 established that
Leonardo da Vinci was very probably living in Cascina Bolla at the time he
painted The Last Supper within the Convent of Santa Maria delle Grazie. The
Ministry of Culture has now listed the cascina as a historic building.

Leonardo da Vinci’s vineyard
Opposite Santa Maria delle Grazie – in whose refectory Leonardo painted
The Last Supper – stands Casa degli Atellani, where the artist owned a
vineyard to which he was particularly attached.
The building dates from the end of the fifteenth century. Constructed
at the behest of Ludovico il Moro, it was part of a residential area for his
faithful courtiers and was intended to house the Atellani family. Nowadays
it is divided into two parts: the older part still maintains most of its original
appearance, while the newer part was reconstructed after being badly
damaged in the bombing raids of August 1943.
Leonardo’s vineyard covered 8,320 square metres within the space now
occupied by the palazzo’s enclosed garden; as a document dated 26 April
1499 reveals, it was a gift from Il Moro himself in recognition of the artist’s
services. Leonardo was very attached to this property – in part because
he hoped ownership would guarantee him the status of a citizen of Milan.
In spite of his peregrinations, he kept himself regularly informed about the
property and even made some sketches of it. He is known to have visited
the property in 1508, when it was returned to him after initial confiscation
by the King of France following the fall of Ludovico. Finally, in the will he
drew up on 23 April 1519, Leonardo mentions not only his famous works of
art but also the vineyard, leaving half each to his faithful servants Giovan
Batista de’ Vilanis and Salaj; the latter built himself a home there.
In spite of numerous changes to the surrounding urban fabric, the vineyard
remained miraculously intact for centuries. Art historian Luca Beltrami
was amazed when he visited it in 1920, managing to take a few snapshots
just before it was bulldozed to make way for new housing. The architect
Portaluppi, who oversaw the restoration of the Casa degli Atellani in the
1920s, wanted to preserve in the garden “a tree-filled rectangle of ground
where, defying the passage of time, there is still a pergola of vines, the
remnants of Leonardo’s vineyard”. However, a fire in a painter’s studio
reduced those remnants to ashes.
The garden in which the last traces of Leonardo’s vineyards survived
until so recently is now private. However, from the street you can glance
through into the fine porticoed courtyard and see some of what remains
of the old house.

Garden of Casa degli Atellana. 65,
Corso Magenta. Public transport:
MM1 Cadorna; tram 16.
Private garden not open to the
public.

Legend has it that there was once an underground tunnel linking the
cascina with Castello Sforzesco.
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Hidden treasures of Palazzo Isimbardi 3
Palazzo Isimbardi
1, Via Vivaio
• Guided tours on Wednesday at 6pm and Friday at 10am
• Free admission but booking required, at the IAT (Informazione e
Accoglienza Turistica) offices, 1, Piazza Castello
• Tel: 02 77402895
• Public transport: MM1 San Babila; bus 54, 61
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alazzo Isimbardi, dating from the
A palazzo
sixteenth century, has since 1935
only open
housed the Provincia, Milan’s
to the public
provincial government. However, it is open
twice a week
to the public twice a week – its garden,
architecture and numerous works of art
making it well worth a visit.
The main courtyard itself is in Renaissance style and still paved in the
original brick, together with precious decorations in Candoglia marble (the
same as that used for the cathedral). The porch over the main entrance is a
colonnaded structure painted with frescoes and adorned with grotesques and
depictions of mythological creatures.
On the ground floor are three large seventeenth-century frescoes from a
villa in Vaprio d’Adda – attributed to the school of the Varese-born artist Pier
Francesco Mazzucchelli – and a sculpture by Francesco Messina depicting
Eve. The Sala Pedenovi on this floor contains a large sixteenth-century
painting by Bernardino Campi and some precious old clocks from the vast
collection of timepieces within the palazzo.
The Italian-style garden features twentieth-century statues depicting some
of the activities of the region: industry, irrigation and agriculture. You can also
see a relic of the last war, the so-called “Siren Tower” (see p. 121).
Inside again, the monumental staircase leads up to a vestibule containing
two large seventeenth-century mappemondes produced by the workshop
of Jacopo de’ Rossi; there is also a banner in silver and gold thread, which
was hand-embroidered in 1927 by the nuns of a secluded religious order. In
the following rooms are to be found large Murano glass chandeliers dating
from the eighteenth century; a secretaire in inlaid wood by the famous
cabinet-maker Giuseppe Maggiolini; sculpture by Enrico Butti and Francesco
Barzaghi; valuable paintings by Angelo Trezzini, Giacomo Favretto,
Francesco Filippini, Leonardo Bazzaro and other nineteenth-century artists;
and twentieth-century paintings by Enrico Prampolini, Carlo Carrà, Raffaele
De Grada, Aligi Sassu and Lorenzo Viani.
However, the most important work in the building is still the large (6
by 8 metres) canvas gracing the ceiling of the Sala della Giunta, where the
provincial government holds its meetings. Entitled The Apotheosis of Angelo
della Vecchia amidst the Virtues, it was painted by Giambattista Tiepolo.
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Sheet-metal cat

5

43, Corso Monforte
• Public transport: bus 61, 54
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assers-by are constantly coming and
A curious
going along this stretch of Corso
feline
Monforte near the administrative
observer
centre, yet no one ever seems to notice a
small and quiet observer. Tucked away in
a basement window, next to the door of
number 43, a sheet-metal cat with long
whiskers and tail curled around the railing waits patiently.
The Art Nouveau building where the cat is hidden dates from the early
twentieth century and its façade is a colourful pot-pourri of brick and blind
arches. Look up at the third floor and you can see six figures of women,
inspired by medieval designs, painted on the sides of the windows.
Perhaps, like the other decorations, even the cat was a detail added to
embellish the house. But, like all its kind, it preferred to be out of the limelight,
where only the most curious would find it.

Nearby:
Trompe-l’oeil villa
If the gate of 7 Via Carlo
Pisacane happens to be
open, you can glimpse what
looks like a colonnade,
beyond which a long treelined avenue leads to a hilltop
villa. It is actually a fine
and colourful trompe-l’oeil
design, covering the entire
wall opposite the gate.
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Suite 105
at the Grand Hotel Et De Milan

18

29, Via Manzoni
• Verdi’s apartment is usually reserved solely for hotel guests, but it is
open to the public during special ceremonies or on such occasions as
the ‘Spring Days’ organised by the FAI (Italian Environmental Defence
Agency)
• Public transport: MM3 Montenapoleone
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uite 105, on the first floor of the Grand
The
Hotel Et De Milan, is the apartment
hotel suite
where Giuseppe Verdi spent his time in
where Giuseppe
Milan for almost thirty years, right up to his
Verdi died
death in 1901. The Maestro first chose to stay
at what was then simply called L’Albergo di
Milano in 1872, in part because it was just a
short walk from the Scala Opera House, in part because it was the only hotel
in the city that had a postal and telegraph service. The place thereafter became
the residence of the composer and his wife, Giuseppina Strepponi, during
their long stays in Milan.
Nothing has been changed in the suite since it was occupied by Verdi and
you can still see the composer’s bedroom and sitting-room as they were at
the time. In this room, which once held the desk at which Verdi composed
Otello and Falstaff, there is a portrait of the composer by the Romantic artist
Giuseppe Barbaglia, as well as a handwritten message by Giuseppe Manzoni
on one of his own calling-cards.
The Grand Hotel witnessed some
of Verdi’s greatest triumphs. After the
premiere of Otello (on 5 February 1887),
the joyful crowd unhitched the horses from
the composer’s carriage and drew him to
the hotel themselves; once he had retired
to his apartment, Verdi then had to step
out onto the balcony to receive the cheers
of the crowd until late into the night. And
after the premiere of Falstaff he was met
in the hotel hall by a group of his ardent
admirers, who crowned him with a laurel
wreath cast in bronze.
Straw scattered so as not to disturb the dying Ma…stro
When Verdi lay dying in January 1901, the Milanese once more showed
their profound affection for the great composer by scattering straw on
Via Manzoni to deaden the noise of passing carriages. Nothing was to be
allowed to disturb the repose of the fading Maestro.
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Statue of St Expeditus

20

Santa Maria del Carmine
2, Piazza del Carmine
• Open Monday to Friday, 7.15am–12 noon and 4pm–7.15pm
• Public transport: MM2 Lanza; tram 2, 12, 14; bus 61

“

The quick
miracle worker

I

t is difficult to imagine a more “Milanese”
saint than St Expeditus; his statue is in the
Church of Santa Maria del Carmine and
the saint is said to “deliver” 24/7.
A Christian martyr of the first to second
centuries ad, Expeditus is the patron saint of urgent and desperate causes. The
classic iconography shows him crushing underfoot a crow that croaks cras
(Latin for “tomorrow”) whilst he himself holds a cross bearing the word hodie
(“today”). In other words, St Expeditus seems to be saying: Do not put off until
tomorrow what you can do today. In Germany, where he is also venerated, he
is actually depicted holding a watch.
The statue of St Expeditus in the Church of Santa Maria del Carmine
always has candles burning before it, with students preparing for exams often
turning to the saint for some quick “help”.

Gesso models of the statues on the Cathedral spires
Santa Maria stands on a site which as early as 1250 was a place of worship
run by the Carmelite Order.
The present church was built in 1447 using material taken from Castello
Visconteo (now Castello Sforzesco), which had been damaged during the
period of the Golden Ambrosian Republic. The church has subsequently
been altered a number of times.
It is interesting to note that the statues in the wooden choir stalls are gesso
models of originals that now grace the spires of the cathedral.
The Baroque-style sacristy has cabinets designed by Gerolamo Quadrio
in 1629; it was these rooms that received the body of Giuseppe Prina, the
State Finance Minister who was massacred at Palazzo Carmagnola by a
mob furious at his increase in the salt tax.
You can also visit the remaining two sides of the monastery’s cloister
(entrance from the side aisle on the left).
These feature parts of Roman and medieval plaques as well as fragments
from the patrician tombs that once stood inside the church.
142
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Saint by mistake?
Nothing is known for certain about St Expeditus; it is not even sure that
he existed. However, the saint is the object of popular devotion that has
spread throughout the world, and was already flourishing in the sixteenth
century (at least in France). There are various legends regarding the
saint. One says that his name comes from the expeditus (sent) written
on a package that arrived in Rome, the term then taken as identifying the
unknown saint whose remains it contained. As for the veneration of the
saint, undoubtedly the name Expeditus has led to all sorts of puns, with the
figure becoming the patron saint of expedition. Initially, his intercession
was sought for urgent causes, but then Expeditus became the patron saint
of shopkeepers (well known for their dispatch in business) and sailors; his
help is also sought by students taking exams or by those awaiting a court
verdict. In Milan, a second statue of St Expeditus can be seen in the Church
of San Nicolao.
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Holes in The Devil’s Column

30

15, Piazza Sant’Ambrogio
• Public transport: MM2 Sant’Ambrogio
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utside the basilica, in the piazza to the
Two holes
left of the church, stands a Roman
made by Satan’s
column known as “The Devil’s
horns?
Column”, which seems to have been brought
here from elsewhere.
Popular legend has it that the two holes on
the side of the column were made by the devil
himself when, frustrated at his failure to lead St Ambrose into temptation,
Satan tried to run him through with his horns. However, he missed and ended
up stuck in the column, disappearing in a cloud of sulphur after a frantic
struggle to free himself. Tradition also has it that, if you lean close, you can still
get a whiff of sulphur; and if you put your ear to the hole, you hear not the sea
but the roaring of the Styx, the river of the Underworld.
The truth is that the column was used during the coronation of Holy
Roman Emperors, who embraced the column itself as a symbol of embracing
Christianity and the Roman Church. These gestures were obviously inspired
by political pacts which were unknown to the superstitious populace of the
day, hence the birth of the legend which linked the column with the Devil.
Having sworn upon a missal, the emperor received the iron crown and
then embraced the column. This is how Galvano Fiamma (1283–1344), a
Dominican chronicler of medieval Milan, describes the ritual: “When the
King of the Romans wishes to receive the crown of the Kingdom of Italy
within the basilica of Sant’Ambrogio, the emperor has to go first to the marble
column that stands in the basilica of Sant’Ambrogio itself, and one of the
counts of Angera must present him with a missal. The emperor then swears
that he will obey the pope and the Roman Church in all things temporal and
spiritual. The archbishop or the abbot of Sant’Ambrogio must crown him
with the iron crown as King of Italy. This having been done, the emperor must
embrace the upright column of marble to signify that he will be upright in the
administration of justice.”
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